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ESOL practitioners from Shetland to Ayrshire, Glasgow to St Andrews and Aberdeen to Cardiff 
gathered in Dundee this weekend to attend the third national NATECLA Scotland conference held at 
Dundee and Angus College. And no-one left disappointed. The annual conference has gone from 
strength to strength and it gave delegates a choice of more speakers delivering sessions on a wider 
range of topics plus information from more exhibitors than ever before. 

The programme range meant that there was something for everyone, whether delegates worked for 
councils, schools, colleges, the WEA, the voluntary sector or higher education. The full conference 
day addressed huge issues of national importance such as human trafficking, promoting the rights of 
refugees and LGBT rights and equalities. It was also a forum for sharing information on successful 
projects and initiatives from around the country. We left many sessions with ideas and handouts 
(yes, handouts!) for classroom use – tried and tested material from colleagues who’d been working 

on imaginative ways to further improve learning for their students. 
Joy Vee spoke to a packed room about the horrors of human trafficking and slavery, underlining the 
need for practitioners to be aware and make their learners aware of how slavery could hide in plain 
sight. Joy also gave us the first look at a new set of materials produced for ESOL in Scotland to help 
spread the message about trafficking and slavery. 
Dr Steve Brown from the University of the West of Scotland delivered a thought-provoking session 

on designing an ESOL syllabus to more closely meet the needs and aspirations of ESOL learners. 
With humour and hands-on materials he invited the audience to critically evaluate the standard 
syllabus and how useful it really was for learners. 
The Glasgow ESOL Forum’s Fergus Andrew and Jo Jarvis delighted their audiences with ideas on 
how to make the most of materials and what a national framework for volunteering might involve 
respectively. Amanda Avison of Dundee College produced a wonderful session packed with ideas 

and material to help students’ pronunciation. 
The prize for the presenter who travelled furthest to share ideas and experience went to Dr Mike 
Chick from the University of South Wales. Mike spoke about how refugees accessed education and 
employment in Wales. It was an excellent opportunity to find out how it’s done in different 
circumstances. 
Shohana Shabnam spoke eloquently about promoting the rights of refugees in Scotland and helping 

integration through contextualised language learning. Clare Fulton looked at teaching the children of 
migrant and refugee communities. Jeanette Miller showed how project work could achieve results for 
even low-level literacies learners and Jennifer MacDougall of the University of Glasgow examined 
the materials produced for LGBT and migrant equalities. 
The conference lasted a full day and there was a real buzz from happy delegates who wanted to 
share what they’d just listened to in the coffee breaks and lunch break.  

Trinity College London once again sponsored the conference and Yvonne Dagan was on hand to 
give advice on the range of Trinity exams as well as present a session on Trinity ESOL Steps. Other 
exhibitors included SQA and, for the first time, the publisher National Geographic Cengage. The 
Ruth Hayman Trust stand was welcomed back and the annual raffle raised a respectable sum that 
will help provide an education award to someone whose first language isn’t English.  
Delegates left at the end of the day, happy to have been entertained, stimulated and challenged by a 
superb range of speakers. Roll on 2020! 
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